‫االستالم:‬ ‫تاريخ‬

Introduction
For the definitions of graph concepts and notations see the books [1] and [7] . The detour distance ( , ) D u v between two distinct vertices u and v in a connected graph G is the maximum of the lengths of uv − paths in G (See [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8] [2 and 5] .
The detour eccentricity ()
The detour radius ()
3) In any connected graph G , the detour radius and detour diameter are related by the following inequalities [1] :
where the summation is taken over all unordered pairs of vertices u and v of G .
The detour distance of a vertex v , denoted by ()
It is clear that
This index has recently received some attention in the chemical literature [9] , because () dd G certainly carries some interesting structural information for cyclic compounds.
We introduce distance polynomial based on detour distance of a connected graph G defined by
where the summation is taken over all unordered pairs , uv of distinct vertices of G . Such polynomial of G will be called the detour polynomial (or detour distance polynomial) of G . It is clear that
Moreover, one easily notice that
, and ( , )
The Detour Polynomial of a Ladder n L :
A ladder n L is the graph 2 n PK  , where n P is the n-path, Fig. 2 .1 with the vertices labeled 1 
Proof: (I)
First assume n is even. From Fig.2 
Simplifying the expression we get (2.5). ■
Remark:
We notice that the polynomial ( ; ) n D L x is of degree 21 n − , and has n zeros, with nonzero coefficients i a of the terms , 2 1,..., i i a x i n n =− .
The Detour Polynomial of a Möbius Ladder:
A Möbius ladder, denoted 
